SELECTING THE RIGHT SYSTEM FOR YOUR ENVIRONMENT

T-Splitter | Field Wired

- Connectors
- Insulation displacement M8 / M12 IDC
- M8 / M12 Screw Terminal
- M8 / M12 Y-Cable
- T-Splitters

- M8
- EXACT

- M12
- EXACT

Select solutions that offer a 25% cost reduction for a diverse array of applications, space-saving and maintenance-friendly. They offer a cost-effective solution compared to Junction boxes and can be installed in a quarter of the time. Murr-elektronik distribution boxes offer solutions...
Then it's medium-tight.

M2 connector is best tightened to 0.6 mN·m. Connector and O-ring.

Connector is screwed too light. O-ring is destroyed and medium can penetrate between the two.

There is no screwed tight. Medium can penetrate between connector and medium.

1. Connector is not screwed tight. Medium can penetrate no room for torque.

The practical torque wrench connects all wrenches with the medium.

In addition to the regular quality with clicks and guarantee long-term use of wrench, turn the wrench until it is tightened to precisely the right torque.

The M2 is particularly suitable for torque wrench.

www.murr-electronic.com

Through increased efficiency.

Murr-Electronic provides cost savings by solving application difficulties, providing cost savings on installation, additionally on design and configuration of connectors. While minimizing the tools needed for the fastest means to terminate a cable to a connector.
Product Capability Guide

Flexibility through a broad range of accessories

Competitive advantage:
- Tailored to your needs, easy to install and highly reliable, Murrelektronik passive connectivity systems bolster your facility’s diagnostic checks.
- Ensure to communicate over all of your applications thanks to durable construction and integrated LEDs to continue to communicate over all of your applications thanks to durable construction and integrated LEDs.
- Enables fast installation, providing substantial time and cost savings compared to alternative systems. These savings enable to communicate over all of your applications thanks to durable construction and integrated LEDs to continue to communicate over all of your applications thanks to durable construction and integrated LEDs.
- Once you select a solution suited to your application's environment, the simple and compact design of our products ensure requirements.

Murrelektronik Passive Connectivity Solutions

Comprehensive and convenient